PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Uncover Evidence Hidden in Mountains of Digital Data
With an ever-growing variety of digital devices and cloud sources that produce volumes of highly
valuable and often complex data, your team needs an intuitive tool to help you take advantage
of this critical evidence source and lighten the load on your time and resources.
Cellebrite Pathfinder is the industry-leading solution in helping law enforcement expedite
investigations. Cellebrite Pathfinder uses AI to swiftly sift through all types of digital data,
automatically decoding it to surface critical evidence and actionable insights from digital
devices, so that your team can focus on solving the case.

Save time by
reducing manual review

Reduce backlog of data and
digital evidence

Streamline processes to allow
more effective and efficient
collaboration
Maintain momentum
throughout the investigation

Uncover patterns and
connections that the human eye
might miss
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Cellebrite Pathfinder expedites your investigation, enabling you to:

Simplify
•

Organize complex data to give an intuitive overview across texts, images, emails, videos, documents and apps.

•

Unify digital fingerprints to identify persons of interest by correlating identifiers across apps and data sources.

•

Enrich technical information into digestible insights, including from browsers, apps, cell towers and wifi hotspots.

•

Better understand conversations prior to and during the event with a holistic overview of communication
across all apps.

Analyze
•

Easily review relevant data with automatic grouping of media into built-in and tailorable categories.

•

Reveal important insights automatically surfaced from text analysis including names, places, websites,
currencies, and languages.

•

Uncover patterns in location data through maps of visited places, shared intersections, and irregular points
of interest.

Collaborate
•

Streamline processes to allow smoother collaboration with internal teams and external stakeholders.

•

Create comprehensive reports to present to teams, chain of command and partner agencies.

Cellebrite Pathfinder is designed to meet your agency’s needs:
Various use cases
Tackle any investigation, from the simplest to the most complex, across all crime types.
Cross-agency utilization
Functionalities can be leveraged within roles across the agency.
Customized for you
Choose from a variety of editions, and scale accordingly as your needs change.
Expert services
From training to tool customization, whatever you need, we’ve got you covered.

Click here for more information on how Cellebrite Pathfinder can help you solve cases faster.

Fight Crime, Not Time.
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